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first invented an art of memory. For they relate, that when Simonides was at Crannon in Thessaly, at an entertainment given by Scopas, a man of rank and fortune, and had recited a poem which he had ...
Spenser's Ruins and the Art of Recollection
One of the leading writers of his generation, poet, essayist and novelist Adam Zagajewski died on March 21, 2021. In this 2005 interview, he spoke with Eleanor Wachtel about writing poetry shaped by ...
Polish poet Adam Zagajewski wrote with urgency and eloquence about history, homeland and loss
Tales of mysterious ruins have long enchanted travellers from ... "The lost city is thus poetry, dream world and a setting for our passions and meanderings." View image of Bayon Temple is a ...
The enduring allure of lost cities
Born Anne Buydens, the widow of the actor Kirk Douglas has died at the age of 102, leaving behind a legacy of charity and activism.
Remembering Anne Douglas, a woman of charity and a late convert to Judaism
There they are shown the ruins of the sanctuaries of Apollo and Athena ... and... Homer’s two great poems incorporate both history and myth. They tell the story of certain episodes during and after an ...
Landmarks in Classical Literature
Poetry gives me a lot of freedom to articulate how I feel and explore the world through rhythms, sounds and textures. In high school, I entered the Scholastic Art and Writing Competition ... of which ...
Outer Wilderness
So, in celebration of the 25th anniversary of National Poetry Month, we’ve come together to curate a list of a few of our favorite poems. Join us as we appreciate the poems that have shaped us. We ...
Polygon’s favorite poems
From a spring art fair to a street food market, there are plenty of great events happening in Norfolk this weekend.
7 cheap or free things to do in Norfolk this weekend
The Wild Fox of Yemen by Threa Almontaser, published by Gray Wolf Press, is a collection of poetry that gathers the ... to death and the country is in ruins. According to Doctors Without Borders ...
Book Review: 'The Wild Fox of Yemen' by Threa Almontaser
Gerald Jackson’s collages; Precious Okoyomon’s reimagined ecosystem; Damien Davis’s sculptures; Beverly Buchanan’s “shacks”; and more.
6 Art Gallery Shows to See Right Now
The term "papier collé" was coined by both Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso in the beginning of the 20th century when collage became a distinctive part of modern art. Wikipedia describes collage, from ...
Commentary: Collage Has Been A Legitimate Form Of Art Throughout The Ages
Only a few years ago, she says, female entrants to any poetry prize would have been hugely ... It’s impossible to work through traumatic experiences in art in isolation, but the community ...
'The whole canon is being reappraised': how the #MeToo movement upended Australian poetry
There are still ruins scattered throughout the city ... Their grandest buildings were all temples, which they filled with paintings and statues of their divine protectors. Landívar’s writing an epic ...
In search of the American Virgil
In a new novel, an aspiring poet and American exchange student finds unexpected inspiration through the influence of a ragtag group of musicians from Liverpool - the pre-fame Beatles.
Book Review: Meet The Beatles Bar Band In Hamburg In 1960
Festivals are back to brighten up our lives, with events from Edinburgh to Brighton lining up live music, art trails, theatre and family fun, alongside virtual shows ...
10 of Britain’s best arts festivals for summer 2021
The US scholar has written many books about Chinese intellectual history and poems about cultural remembrance ... The garden fell into ruins following the looting by invading foreign armies ...
Grounds for deepening dialogue
This presentation will take place Wednesday, April 21 at 6 p.m. The second event will be a reading and a singing from a book of poems written by a famous Basque ... April 23 at 6 p.m. The ruins of the ...
Center for Basque Studies commemorates the 84th anniversary of the bombing of Gernika
Kitaoji Rosanjin’s graceful pottery; a dual show of Martin Wong and Aaron Gilbert paintings ... displaying a cobalt blue calligraphic poem, by Kitaoji Rosanjin, c. 1940.Credit ...
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